Excellence in Entertainment
Bob Stromberg is amazing! Honest!

B

ob will hit the mark with his powerful performance arsenal of standup,
physical comedy, and yes… even hand shadows, which the London Metro
described as, “Stunning!” Bob’s unique, timeless, comedic style engages audiences
in uproarious laughter, inspires with simple truth and always leaves people
wanting more.
He’s left lasting impressions on Fortune 500 companies like General Mills,
Cargill, Sonic and American Family Insurance. He’s received accolades
from Comcast, Sony and EMI. And he’s helped countless non profits like
The American Cancer Society, The American Brain Tumor Association,
Children’s Hospitals, and United Way. Recently Bob joined forces with top
Hollywood stars in the Not For Sale campaign to end human trafficking. His
performance won a coveted Clio, the top award in American advertising.
He co-authored and starred in the megahit theatrical phenomenon, Triple
Espresso (a Highly Caffeinated Comedy) breaking box office records
worldwide. The Los Angeles Times described it as “…a triple jolt of
inspired craziness”. And The Chicago Sun Times called Bob
“Mesmerizing!”
Of his rousing standing ovation performance on
America’s Got Talent, Howard Stern said, “You
wowed us!” Howie Mandell said, “I liked your
character! I liked your voice! I like you!” And then
he went on and on like people who see Bob
Stromberg usually do. Honest!

Whether the Keynote, Featured Entertainer or Emcee, Bob Stromberg lifts
your event to the next level and makes YOU look really good.
How does he do it?

He Connects

He connects with his audience. It helps to be a multi-talented, seasoned
performer who happens to be one of the funniest comics in the country.
But, as importantly, Bob is genuine and audiences know it. He walks on the
stage and people sit up. Within minutes they are laughing hard and the walls
between them crumble.

He Understands

He understands that Comedy is a risky programing element. Comedians tend
to be undisciplined and stories are numerous of embarrassments, offended
employees and poor evaluations. You never have to worry about that with Bob
Stromberg because he never offends. You can actually relax and know that you
won’t get burned because he understands that the conference is not about him.
It’s about you.

He Delivers

He delivers on his promises. Your event is a big deal. If you use Bob as an
emcee when programming gaps appear, Bob fills them with standup, a non
threatening touch of audience participation and even world famous shadow
puppets. Your audience stays engaged and you look really good.
That’s how Bob Stromberg lifts your conference to the next level. Whether
you use him as Keynote, Featured entertainment or Emcee Bob will Connect,
Understand and Deliver. Think of it as an acronym. (CUD) and chew on that.

